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THATS A WRAP!
This month, "On the Road for

Climate Action" officially drew to a

close as we were welcomed home

with a public reception/presentation

that was filled with family, friends, 

and other community members.

This was the warmest home-coming

celebration that we could have

asked for, with Teri (Shahir's mom)

introducing us to the crowd. All said,

we touched down in 36 states. Wow! 

Roughly 80 people came to hear us recap

the last 3 months, share stories, and

explain the important climate threat we're

all facing.  It was really a spectacular day!

Thank you to everyone that came out to

support us! And a special thank you to

those at the OC Interfaith Coalition on the

Environment who organized the event!

CLICK TO 
DONATE!

A HOLIDAY GIFT!
What better gift for

the holidays than a

book that debunks

climate myths?? 

Click here to buy  a 

copy of Shahir's

new book, Beyond Debate, for your

friends, neighbors, or family! 

Recall that Shahir recently got to

interview Professor Noam Chomsky

on climate change. The video is now

online, click here to watch!!

http://roadforclimateaction.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rlo9Wcyjwcs
https://www.gofundme.com/on-the-road-for-climate-action
https://www.gofundme.com/on-the-road-for-climate-action
http://www.shahirmasri.com/beyond-debate.html
http://www.shahirmasri.com/beyond-debate.html
http://www.shahirmasri.com/beyond-debate.html
http://www.shahirmasri.com/beyond-debate.html
https://www.amazon.com/BEYOND-DEBATE-Answers-Misconceptions-Climate-ebook/dp/B07G88PGFC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rlo9Wcyjwcs
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Although we have hit a major milestone by completing our

national tour, neither Shahir nor myself feel that our climate

work is over. Rather, we think the road for climate action

may just be getting started. We don’t know exactly where

the road will take us next, or how we’ll afford it, but we think

the work is too important to stop. Perhaps we’ll secure some

official sponsorship. Or maybe we won’t. We’ll see. For now,

we’ve been incredibly grateful to small individual donations

which have trickled in from across the country. We’ll stretch 

we arrived home, we went

door-to-door canvasing for

Harley Rouda's campaign

for Congress, which was

against long-time

incumbent and well-known 

book and a letter en route

to Al Gore's office. We

bumped into his office

manager on our last day

on the road.  Fluke, or

destiny? Who knows!

We'll keep you all posted!

climate skeptic Dana Rohrabocher. Well high-five, Harley

won! This is a victory for the climate! Thank you again to all

who have followed our journey and helped support our

work! As we are now "off the road," you'll be receiving these

newsletters only once per month. As our activities pick up in

preparation for our next journey after the New Year, we'll

resume our usual schedule. Below is a picture of Shahir's 

these resources as far as we can. For anyone reading, please

consider offering a small donation by clicking here! I assure

you, no donation is too small.  

 

 

We're taking the next few months to reflect on our journey,

consider lessons learned, and identify how we can most

effectively apply ourselves to climate outreach moving

forward. Oh  yeah, and raise capital for Project 2, through

work and fund raising! For our next climate project, we're

considering an outreach tour over less distance, to reduce

travel time. "On the Road for Climate Action - Pacific

Northwest" comes to mind! We shall see. In the meantime,

we'll be giving climate talks in our area and working with

local action groups; not to mention we still have many video

interviews and blogs to edit and post to our website. When 
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HOME STRETCH CONTINUED!

WHAT'S NEXT??...
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